
A SEQUENCE FOR ACADEMIC WRITING CHAPTER 1

A Sequence for Academic Writing focuses on the key strategies that any academic writer needs to Chapter
1â€”Summary, Paraphrase, and Quotation. What Is.

However, the content of your paper should focus on methodology, the analysis and interpretation of findings,
and their implications as they apply to the research problem rather than background information and
descriptions of tangential issues. Punctuation Scholars rely on precise words and language to establish the
narrative tone of their work and, therefore, punctuation marks are used very deliberately. The act of thinking
about precedes the process of writing about. There should be narrative links between sentences and paragraphs
so that the reader is able to follow your argument. Informal, conversational tone using slang and idioms.
Throughout your paper, it is important that you present the arguments of others fairly and with an appropriate
narrative tone. Product Details Click on the cover image above to read some pages of this book! Complexity
and Higher-Order Thinking Academic writing addresses complex issues that require higher-order thinking
skills applied to understanding the research problem [e. Use personal experience only as an example, though,
because academic writing relies on evidence-based research. Evidence-Based Reasoning Assignments often
ask you to express your own point of view about the research problem. When presenting a position or
argument that you disagree with, describe this argument accurately and without loaded or biased language.
Based on the best-selling Writing and Reading Across the Curriculum, this primer for academic writing
focuses on broad rhetorical strategies - summary, critique, synthesis, and analysis - that will aid in academic
success whatever the discipline. Improving Academic Writing To improve your academic writing skills, you
should focus your efforts on three key areas: 1. Purdue University; Academic Writing Style. Needless to say,
English grammar can be difficult and complex; even the best scholars take many years before they have a
command of the major points of good grammar. Describing a research problem is an important means of
contextualizing a study. Avoid directives that demand the reader to "do this" or "do that. About this title This
brief rhetoric focuses on the key academic writing strategies of summary, synthesis, analysis, and critique.
These can be found by either searching in the USC Libraries catalog by entering the disciplinary and the word
dictionary [e. Academic Conventions Citing sources in the body of your paper and providing a list of
references as either footnotes or endnotes is a very important aspect of academic writing. You need to support
your opinion with evidence from scholarly sources. Therefore, it is important that you use unambiguous
language. Responding to the growing interest in academic writing, this popular guide focuses on the critical
reading and writing strategies necessary to help students interpret and incorporate source material into their
own papers. Drawing upon personal experience [e. Well-structured paragraphs and clear topic sentences
enable a reader to follow your line of thinking without difficulty. This is particularly important when
proposing solutions to problems or delineating recommended courses of action. The authors' focus on and
coverage of the four academic writing strategies has garnished outstanding praise from reviewers. This is also
one of the main functions of academic writing--examining and explaining the significance of complex ideas as
clearly as possible. Their thorough coverage of the writing process and critical reading is found throughout the
book. Because you are dealing with concepts, research, and data within your discipline, you need to use the
technical language appropriate to that area of study. The authors' focus on and coverage of the four academic
writing strategies has garnished outstanding praise from reviewers. The challenge is to convince the reader of
the validity of your opinion through a well-documented, coherent, and logically structured piece of writing.


